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ACCURACY, PRECISION, AND CONVENIENCE

FOR CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENTS

The direct-reading accuracy of 0.01%
in the new TYPE 1615-A Capacitance
Bridge here being introduced is an im
provement of an order of magnitude in
accuracy over most preceding bridges.
This has heen made possible hy the
improvements introduced in recent years
in standards of absolute capacitance, in
capacitance bridges, and in reference
capacitors at the ='Jutianal Bureau of
Standards' and other standards labo
ratories. T'he computable cross capacitor
developed at the i\"ational Standards
Laboratory of Australia by Thompson
and Lampard' has made it possible to
determine the unit of capacitance with
an accuracy that is now a few parts per

million and ,,·hieh may be expected to
improve. The ad,·antages of ratio trans
formers and of transformer ratio arms
in bridges, exploited initially ill Great
Britain and then morc fully in Australia,
have been utilized to increase the pre
cision of measurement and to extend the
range to capacitances below 1 micl'o
picofarad (10-1S farad). Furthermore,
the reference capacitors used to store
and transfer the capacitance unit haye

1.\1. C. .\leGre~or. J. F. Hersh, R. D. Cutkosky. F. K.
Harris, and F. n. Kotter ... ;.lew apparatus at the ;../ational
Bureau of Slundards for ubsolute capacitance mcasure
mcnt." IRE 1'ran8. OIl In8!rumenlalion. \'01. 1_7. pp
253-261; Deecmber. 1958.
1,\ . .\1. Tholllp»otl. and D. a. Lampard, ",\ New Theorem
in E1eetrostatics and it!! Application to Calculable
Standards of Capacitance," Nature, 177.888 (1956).

Figure 1. Ponel view of the Type 161S-A Copocitonce Bridge.
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been improved by the use of three
terminal construction to minimize con
nection errors, which limit accuracy in
capacitors of 1000 pf or less,' and by the
use of new construction methods, low
temperature-coefficient materials, and
scaled containers to increase the stabil
ity. \Vith this new apparatus, the
Kational Bureau of Standards can now
certify capacitors to an accuracy of
50 ppm or better.

~1any of these improvements ha"e
also been incorporated into the ne\\"
TYPE 1615-:\ Capacitance Bridge. This
bridge has transformer ratio arms fot'
accuracy and stability. Its internal
capacitance standards are three
terminal, sealed capacitors having low
temperature coefficients. 'I'he bridge has
six-figure resolution fol' capacitance from
1 jJ.f to 1 pf and a direct-reading ac
curacy of 0.01% o"er this capacitance
range and o"er most of the frequency

range from 100 cycles to 10 kc. The
impedance of the transformer ratio arms
has been kept very 10"·, so that accurate
three-terminal measurements can be
made even in the presence of large
capacitances to ground. The bridge also
has the necessary internal shielding to
permit one terminal of the unknown to
be grounded, so that both t,,·o-terminal
and three-ienninal measurements can be
made O\'er the \\"hole capacitance range,

The balance controls arc b·cr-type
s\,·itches, the readont is digital, and
the decimal point is automatically
positioned.

These features, and others described
below, result in a capacitance bridge
that brings to the measurement of
capacitance, to the intcrcomparison of
standards, and to the Incasurement of
dielectric properties an unusual degree
of accuracy, precIsIOn, range, and
convenience.

TRANSFORMER RATIO ARMS

4

::\Iany of the advantages of inductively
coupled, or trn.nsformer, ratio llrms have been
known since about 1888, and they are covered
in detail in the 1928 British patent of A. D.
Blumlein. Little use was mndc of them, how
ever, until about the time of World \,"ar IT,
when new applications were found in the
measurement of very small capacitance. Since
that time, transformer ratio arms have become
increasingly popular in commer('ial bridges ~lS

well as in the apparatus of the national stand
ards laboratories.

The advantages of sueh ratio arms are that
accuracies within a few parts per million are
not difficult to obtain over a wide range of
integral value,;, even for ratios as high as
1000 to I, lind that these ratios arc almost
unaffected by age, temperature, or voltage.
The low impedance of the trnnsformer ratio
arm also makes it easy to measure direct
impedances and to exclude the ground im
pedances in a three-terminal measurement
without the lise of guard circuits and auxiliary
balances.

To illustrate these characteristics, a simple
capacitance bridge with transformer ratio
arms is shown in Figure 2. On the toroidal core.

.J. F. Hersh. "A Close Look at Connection Errors in
Ca~citance l\1ea.surementlJ;." Gtneral Radio Experi
mmJ.er. 33, 7, July, 1959.

a primary winding, conneded to the generator,
serves only to excite the core; the number of
primary turns, N 1', determines t.he load on the
generator but does not influence the bridge
Iletwork. Tf all the magnetic flux is confined
to the core-as it is to a high degree in a sym
metrieally wound toroid with a high-perme
ability corc-the ratio of the open-eircuit
voltages induced in the two secondary windings
must be exaetly equal to the ratio of the
number of turns. The ratio cnn be changed by
the usc of t:1PS along the two secondaries, but,
when the number of turns is fixed, the voltage
is highly invnrianl. Changes in the core perme
ability wilh time and temperature have only
second-order effects on the ratio, because they
modify only the very small amount of leakage
fiux that is not confined to the core in a practi('a(
transformer. The ratio is, therefore, both
highly accurate Ilnd highly stable.

Tn Figure 2, the two transformer secondary
windings Ilre used as the ratio arms of the
capacitance bridge with the standard capac
itor, ex, and the unknown. ex. as the other
two arms in a conventionnl four-arm bridge
network. The condition for balance or lero
detector current is easilv shown to be that
l'xC.\· = l'xCx orCxlCx .= 1'.\"/1~x = XxlS x .
This b:1lanco condition is not affected by the
capacitances shown from tho IT and L terminals
of CN and ex to the terminal G connected to
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Figure 2. A capodtance bridge with
tron5former ratio arms.

~he junction of the ratio arms. The capac
Itances between Land C shunt the detector
S? thnt th~y afTect only the bridge sensiti'"it:/
1 he cnpacltnllccs between Hand G :lre across
the transformer windings. To the extent that
t1~e transfo:mer ('a.1l be assumed idenl, i.e.,
wIth n.o resistance III the secondary \\'inrlin,l!;s
and with no flux that docs not link equally
both secol~daries, the current drawn by the
11-0 capacltanees does not ehange the voltages
VN 1~lld Jl x or the balance conditions. In
prncllce,. the transformer resistances and
lea,kage llld~ctances can be kept so small that
qllltc low lInpedan('cs or lllrge eupu('itan('cs
Call be cOllnected from H to G before there is
appreci~lble ~rror in the bridge.

The JunctIOn of the ratio arlllS G is there
fo~c n guard point or gmtrd pot~ndal in the
bridge. All ('up<lcit.allces to G from the H or L
corners of the bridge are exduded from the
measurement. In the three-terminal c:lpacitors
reprcsent~ by the H, L, G terminals in Figure
~, the bridge measures only the direct capac
It,lUce, Cx, of the unknown in terms of the
dirc~_'~ c:lpacitance! C.,:' of a standard, without
addltlon:ll guard ClrcUlts or balances.

One ('an take advantaJ1;e of the accurate and
stable ratios of the transformer bv the use in
the bridge of a standard arm w!lich is fixed
Hnd l:'. mtio which can be v<tried to balance
the bridge.

Figu.re 3 sho~\·s three of the possible ways of
~Hlall(,lnl{ a slll~ple .lran~f~mner-ratio capllc
ItallCC .brldge. "or slmpllc'lty, the generator
und primary arc not 8ho\\·n, but it is assumed
thnt the two secondaries have 100 turns eaeh
a~ld are ex~'iled. so that there is I volt per turn.
'I he capM'ltor III the unknown ::lrm is assumed
to be 72 picofarads.

Tn Figure 3a, the two ratio arms are equal
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and the bridge is balanced in the conventional
:way .with a variable standard cnpacitor which
IS adjusted to 72 pc.

The detector current Call equally well be
adjusted by a variation in the voltage applied
to 11 fi~ed stnndard capacitor. In Figure 3b
th~ s~:lIld:Hd capacitor is fixed at 100 pf, and
tillS IS balanced against the 72-pf unknown
connected to the 100-volt end of the trans
former by connection of the standard to 72
vo.'ts of the opposite phase, obtained from
s~lIul.~le taps o.n. the transformer windings.
1 he lIlduetl:-re diVider shown hus a winding of
100 turns \\'Ith taps every 10 turns and on the
same ('ore, another winding of 10 turns'tapped
every turn. If, as shown, the second winding is
connected to the 70-volt tap on the first wind
ing and the capacitor to the 2-volt tap on the
second windi!lg, th~ required 72 volts is applied
to I~~ Capa.cltor. SIX or more decades for high
pretlSlon can be obtained in a similar fashion
with more turns on one core and the use of
additional cores driven from the first. Such
induetive. dividers have very tlccurate and
stable ratlos, bUl the crrors increase with the
number of decades bec:llIse of loading effects.

:~Il(:~the~ metho~ o~ balance by voltage
varmtlon IS shown III Figure 3<', where a single
dccnde divider is used in combination with
multiple fixed capacitors. The lOO-turn sec
ondnry is tapped every 10 turns to provide
Io-volt increments. If, then, :l 1000pf capacitor
is cOI~nected to the 70-volt tap and a lo-pf
Cl)pacltor to the 2O-volt tup, the resulting
detcctor current balances that of the 72-pf
unknown connected to 100 volts. This bridge
can be given six-figure resolution, for cxa.mple,
through the use of six fixed cupacitors in
de(~iLde steps from 100 pf to 0.001 pf, each of
wll.lC'h can be conneeled t.o IIny one of the
taps on the transformer.

In tUl.y of these bridges, the bridge ratio cun
also be varied by use of tnps on the unknown
side of the transformer to vary the voltage
npplied to the unknown capacitor. For exam'ple,
if the unknown capacitor were connected to a
Io-turn or Io-volt tap on the upper half of the
tmnsformer, then a c~lpacitan('e of 720 pf
instcnd of 72 would be balanced by the standard
c~lp~)citors shown. The range of the bridge can
thus be extended to measure capacitors which
are much larger than the standards in the
bridge.

'8~~
r1X(O RATIO ~ULTIPL[ OIVID£RS SINGL£ OIVIDOt·

VARIA9L( CAPACITOfIS SI""lL[ FO([O CAPACITOR ~I-'.TIPL[ flX[O
CAPACITORS

Figure J. Methods of bolondng copadtance
in a tronsformer-rotio bridge.

5
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These advantages of transformer ratio arms
and dividers make possible a bridge of very
wide range and high accuracy, since not only
are the ratios stable and accurate but, when
only it few fixed capacitors are required as
standards, the standards can be constructed to
have high stabilil..y and accuracy. This bridge
can also have a wide mnge of frequencies. At.
low frequencies, a limit is imposed on sen
sitivity by the maximum voltage obtainable

from the transformer, since, for a given core,
the voltage at saturation is proportional to
frequency. At high frequencies there is a de
crease in accuracy resulting from the decrease
in core permeability with frequency, from the
increased loading of the transformer by its
self-capacitance as well as the bridge capac
itances and, of course, from the usual residual
capacitances and inductances in the bridge
wiring and components.

THE TYPE 1615-A CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

0.01

-0.1

Figure 4. Elemenhuy schematic diagram
af the copacitonce bridge.

"o

To extend the range to smaller
capacitances, two additional standards
are used, of 0.001 and 0.0001 pI. This
yields two more ranges, 0.0001 pf to
100 pf and 0.00001 pf to 10 pI. There
are, therefore, eight standard capacitors,
only six of which are used for anyone
range. The connections of these capaci
tors arc made by the same range switch
that selects the transformer taps.

With this combination of eight in
ternal standard capacitors and four
voltage ratios to which the unknown
can be connected, the capacitance range
of the bridge extends from a maximum
of 1.111,110 pf to a minimum step of
0.00001 pf or 10-11 pI. The capacitors
and ratios used for each range are
indicated in Figure 5.

on
STANDARD

---------~ "

,,-=:;-_1 UNKNOWN' ---'

-I ~x.r

------' ~---...::..
O,~_------' .,

..- - - - - - - - ---i~ +--",~",,~.?---!,,<-j

CAPACITANCE
The new TYPE 1615-A Capacitance

Bridge is a transformer-ratio bridge of
the type that uses a single decade of
transformer voltage division and mul
tiple, fixed, standard capacitors to
provide six decades of resolution in
capacitance. As shown in the elemen
tary diagram of Figure 4, one side of the
secondary of the ratio transformer is
tapped at intervals of one-tenth, and to
these taps can be connected six standard
capacitors in any combination required
to balance the bridge. If, for example,
the standards connected to the six
decades switch are 1000, 100, 10, 1, 0.1,
and 0.01 pf, the range of unknown that
can be balanced is from 1000 pf to 0.001
pf when the unknmvn is connected to the
full voltage of the other secondary of
the transformer. This unknown side of
the transformer has, however, a tap at
one-tenth of the full voltage, so that
when the unknown is driven from this
lower voltage, the range is multiplied
by ten, and an unknown up to 10,000 pf
or 0.01 pf can be balanced by the same
internal standards. The range is ex
tended still further by further division
of voltage on the unknown side through
a second transformer or inductive
divider driven from the 0.1 tap on the
ratio transformer. This second divider
provides additional ratios of 0.1 and
0.01, so that, with the voltage applied
to the unknown reduced to 0.01 and
0.001, the bridge is given two more
ranges of O.l-,uf and l-,uf maximum
capacitance.

6
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lOSS
To obtain a preCISIOn of six figures

in the capacitance balance, the loss
balance must be made equally precise.
As shown in Figure 4, the loss balance
in this bridge can be made in terms of
either the dissipation factor, D, or the
shunt conductance, G, of the unknown.
For most purposes, dissipation factor
offers the greater range and convenience.
Conductance is useful in sorne measure
ments of dielectric materials and is
necessary when external standards are
added to the bridge and when the loss
in the bridge standards exceeds that of
the capacitor being measured.
Dissipation Factor

The dissipation-factor balance is made
by means of four resistance decades

connected in series with the common
side of all the internal capacitance
standards as shown in Figure 4. Since
D = wIlC,., where C,. is the total capac
itance connected to the junction of the
capacitors and resistors, the resistance
decades can be calibrated to read D
directly at a particular frequency, in
this case at 1000 cps. With four decades
of 100, 10, I, and 0.1 ohms per step and
with the total capacitance adjusted to
0.001592 ~f, the range of D at 1000 cps
is from 0.01 to 0.000001. At other
frequencies, the indicated D must be
multiplied by the frequency in kilo
cycles. To extend the range to higher
D, additional capacitors are added by a
range switch to make C,. = 0.01592 ~f

for a maximum D of 0.1 and to make

7
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CT = 0.1592 ~f for a maximum D of l.
This capacitance added between the
resistors and the transformer end of the
detector does not change the capac
itance balance.

Although the bridge has only four
figure resolution in D, this precision is
adequate for the six-figure capacitance
balance of capacitors whose D is 0.01
or Jess, since the smallest division of
the 0.01 range of the D decades is one
part per million.

Conductance, G

Balance of loss in the unknown in
terms of shunt conductance, 0, is
provided in this bridge by the equivalent
of four decades of conductance in parallel
with the internal capacitors, as shmn)
figuratively in Figure 4. The con
ductance needed for the loss in most
capacitors is small, corresponding to
resistance much greater than a megohm,
so that ordinary resistance decades
cannot be simply connected across the
capacitors. It is simple, however, to use
resistance decades in a T net"mrk to
obtain a variable conductance. 'Vith
] DO-kilohm resistors as the series arms
and the same four resistance decades
used for D as the shunt arm, the range of
G is from 0.1 ~mho to 0.00001 ~mho. The
conductance is reduced by a factor of
ten when the network is s\yitched to the
0.1 tap on the transformer instead of to
the full \Yinding, and the range is then
from O.OJ to 0.000001 ~mho. When the
loss in the external or internal capacitors
exceeds that of the unknO\Y11, the bridge
must be able to add loss to the unknown.
\~Tith the cbnduetance balance of loss,
the T net\york can be readily s\\"itched
to t.he taps at full or tenth voltage on the
unknown side of the bridge to provide
the same t\\"o ranges of conductance
across the unkno\\"n (- G) as there are
for conductance across the internal and
external standards (+ G).

ACCURACY
The aceuracy of the bridge is deter

mined primarily by the accuracy of the
transformer ratios and by the accuracy
of the internal standard capacitors. The
accuracy of the ratios depends upon the
magnitude of the ratio, upon frequency,
and upon the load eonnected to the
transformer. The accuracy of the capaci
tors, whieh depends initially upon the
accuracy of the reference standard with
which they are calibrated, is usually
limited subsequently by the changes
produced by aging and by fluctuations
in temperature, pressure, and humidity.
To achieve an accuracy of 0.01 % in the
bridge reading over a wide range of
frequency and capacitance and without
frequent recalibration, particular care
has been taken in the construction of
the transformers and capacitors.

Transformers

Relatively low numbers of turns are
used in the transformers to keep the
leakage inductance, stray capacitance,
and resistances of the \dndings so small
that the ratio accuracy remains high,
even with loads greater than 1 .uf and
frequencies above 10 kc. These small
residual impedances make it possible,
for example, when a lOOO-pf capacitor
is being measured at 1000 cps with unity
ratio, to load the transformer with as
much as 1 .uf of ground or cable capaci
tance before the error in the measured
direct capacitance exceeds 0.01 %. The
small bridge inductances are not insig
nificant, however, when high capacitance
is measured at high freq.uency, and the
bridge error is then of the order of

+0.002% C,f C%OO)" if no correction

for the inductance is used.
The accuracy of the ratios when the

transformer is light.ly loaded is better
than 0.1 part per million for the unity
ratio and is better than 2 ppm for the
0.1 ratio at 1000 cps or lower frequencies.



The winding self-capacitances act as a
load as frequency increases, so that the
error in the 0.1 ratio increases to about
20 ppm at 10 kc and to 0.2% at LOO ke.
"'hen the auxiliary transformer is con
nected for ratios of 0.01 and 0.001, the
ratio errors are increased by the loading
effects of the input impedance of the
auxiliary transformer. These errors can,
howm-er, to a large extent be eliminated
by compensating impedances, and the
0.01 and 0.001 ratios in the bridge arc
adjusted to within ±20 ppm in the
frequency range below 10 kc. The phase
errors are, in general, somc\yhat larger
than the magnitude errors of the ratios.
At 1000 cps, the I'hase error is probably
within ±10 ,uradians, but the error
increases in approximate proportion to
ratio and to the square of frequency.

Capacitors

The internal standard capacitors are
constructed to have such small changes
with time, temperature, and environ
ment that the initial calibration to
±0.01% may be expected to change less
than 0.01% per year in normal use. The
temperature coefficients of the 1000-,
100-, and 10-pf units, which arc Invar
multiple-plate capacitors, are less than
5 ppm;oC; the coefficients of the Invar
Zichner-type 1-, 0.1-, and O.OI-pf units
and of the cylindrical 0.001- and 0.0001
pf units arc less than 20 ppmj'C.

For almost zero changes of capaci
tance with atmospheric pressure and
humidity, all b'" the two smallest ca
pacitors are hermetically sealed in an
atmosphere of dry nitrogen. 'This scaling
is necessary whcre stability of bcttC'r
than 0.01% is expected, because in
an unsealed capacitor the capacitance
changes about 2 ppm for each 1%
change in relative humidity; hence a
50% change in humidity produces a
0.01% change in capacitance. And the
pressure change, for example, resulting
from moving the capacitor from the
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near-sea-Ievel altitude of Washington,
D.C., to the more than 5000-ft altitude
of Boulder, Colorado, produces a capaci
tance decrease of about 0.01 %.

'1'0 minimize long-term drift, all metal
parts of the capacitors are Invar to
avoid diffcrential stresses, and they are
annealed and temperature-cycled to
relieve strains and to accelerate the
initial aging.

The bridge can be calibrated quickly
and accurately by the measuremcnt of a
single calibrated external standard ca
pacitor of almost any size within the
range of the bridge. Since the six-figure
resolution of the bridge permits com
parison with a precision better than
0.01% down to 1 pf, the accuracy of
calibration is usually determined by the
accuracy of the standard. Only one
external standard, most conveniently a
three-terminal lOOO-pf standard,' is
required because the accurate, internal
0.1 transformer ratio can be used to
insure an accurate ratio of the internal
capacitance standards. .A -1 position on
each capacitance leyer switch connects
the corresponding internal capacitor to
the 0.1 tap on the unknown side of the
transformer. This capacitor can be
comparcd with the next decade capaci
tor, which is connected to the maximum
voltage on the standard side "'hen the
adjacent lever is set on the x position,
and any adjustments requircd can be
made with trimmers accessible beneath
a sliding em-er on the bridge panel.

Such checks or reealibrations of the
bridge need not be made often.

Loss

Although the accuracy of the measure
ment of loss is not important in the
measurement of many capacitors, the
TYPE 1615-A Capacitance Bridge makes
possible measurements of dissipation
factor to an accuracy which excceds

-The TYPE 1404 Reference Standard Capacitors arE'
recommended. These will be described in a subseQuent
issue.

9
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that of most capacitance bridges, This
accuracy of (±O,l% + 10 ppm) of the
measured value is applicable over the
whole D range and over nearly all the
capacitance and frequency ranges. At
lmv frequencies and small capaeitance
the accuracy will be limited by the re
duced sensit.ivity of t.he bridge, At high
frequencies and at ratios other than
unity, the phase errors of the transform
ers \dll reduce the accuracy. ·Within
these extremes, the accuracy of the D
reading is determined by the resistance
decades, which are adjusted within
±0,05%, and by t.he t.otal capacitance
connected to the decades, which is
trimmed to adjust the Dreading t.o
within ±O,l% when a standard of
known D is measured.

1'he loss measurement in terms of
shunt conductance, G, is limited to an
accuracy of ±(l% + 0.00001 pmho) by
the accuracy of the lOa-kilohm resist.ors
used in the T network. Higher accuracy
is seldom needed. It would not only add
to the cost but would also reC}uire
corrections to the bridge G reading.
These corrections, amounting to a
maximum of 2%, are due to the non
linear relation between the decade re
sistance and the equivalent conductance
of t.he net.work,

The loss mea~ured by the bridge as
either D or G is the loss of the unknown
capacitor relative to the loss of the
internal standards. Since the bridge
capacitors are carefully cleaned and
sealed in dry nitrogen, it is estimated
that their dissipation factor does not
exceed a few parts per million. The
accuracy of absolute loss measured by
the bridge is, therefore, the same as
that of the loss relative to the bridge
capacitors.

CONVENIENCE

Readout and Balance (Refer to Figure L)
Past experience leads many of us to

picture a bridge of very high precision

and accuracy as a massive but delicate
laboratory instrument which, when
handled with considerable care, coddling
and some cunning, may yield an ac
curate value for capacitance only after
the application of numerous corrections.
The TyPIO 1615-A Capacit.ance Bridge
in no way fits this picture. The moderate
size and weight of t.his bridge permit it
to be moved about the laboratory \\-ith
ease, and the bridge is sufficiently rugged
to be transported into the field should
its accuracy be required there_ It is
easy to balance, easy to read, and the
reading is accurate \\-ithout corrections.

A feature \yhich contributes much to
the ease of balance and of reading is the
use of lever or lineal' rather than rotary
switches for the decades. The small
panel space occupied by these switches
makes it possible to position the six
decades and range switch for capac
itance and the four decades and range
switch for loss ,,-ithin the span of the
operator's right and left hands, re
spect.ively, The t.hro,," of the s,,"itches
is about three inches, so the 12-position
range of any decade can be covered with
only a slight motion of hand or finger.

The position of each decade is in
dicated by a number appearing in the
window above each lever. The bridge
capacitance readout thus appears in the
convenient form of six closely-spaced
digits in a horizontal line and the D
or G readout as a similar line of four
digits, As the lever at t.he right. is moved
to change capacitance range, the deci
mal point is automatically positioned
in the six-figure readout to indicate
without multipliers the capacitance in
picofarads from a maximum of 1,111,110
pf to a minimum of 0,00001 pf. The
lever on the left similarly moves the
decimal point when the D range is
changed to indicate direct.ly t.he dis
sipation factor. "fhe decimal point is
also positioned automatically to read
conductance in micromhos, but since G



must be multiplied by the factor M, this
factor is indicated in orange engraving
adjacent to each position of the C hL\X

range switch lever. This multiplier is
required only for G and for external
standards, and the orange color is used
on the panel to indicate all quantities
to which M must be applied.

Bridges of high precision are often
reputed to be bridges which are not
easily balanced. In spite of its wide
range and high precision, the T'YPE

1615-A Capacitance Bridge can often
be balanced with more ease and speed
than bridges of lower range and ac
curacy. For example, when even the
approximate magnitude of a capacitor
is not known, a rough balance can be
made quickly on this bridge by the use
of the maximum capacitance range,
so that the six decades cover the range
from 1 ~f to 1 pf and the six le\-ers can
be tried in quick succession to determine
the balance point without a change in
range. The -1 position on each of the
capacitance decades, which was men
tioned above as useful in the self
calibration of the bridge, also facilitates
balance in the region ncar any zero by
permitting a trial reduction of bridge
capacitance by one step in a decade
without the necessity of moving the
adjacent lever.

Connection of Unknown

'rhe convenience of the balance con
trols is matched by the convenience
\,"ith which various types of capacitors
can be connected to the bridge for
measurement. Two types of connector
for the unknown capacitors are pro
vided at the upper right corner of the
bridge panel: a pair of TYPE 874 Coaxial
Connectors and a set of three TYPE 938
Binding Posts with standard %-inch
spacing. For three-terminal measure
ments with complete shielding, as is
required particularly for very small
capacitance, three-terminal capacitors,
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such as the TYPE 1403 Standard Air
Capacitors and TYPE 1422-CD Precision
Capacitor, can be connected "ith coaxial
cables to the coaxial bridge terminals.
Capacitors hadng other common types
of coaxial connectors can also be con
nected to the bridge terminals by the
use of the appropriate TYPE 874-Q
Adaptor. Capacitors, such as the TYPE
1401 and TYPE 1409 Standard Capac
itors, which have TYPE 274 Plugs as
terminals, can be plugged into the jack
top binding posts. The binding posts
can also be used for the connection of
patch cords and leads of many types.

The appropriate set of unknown
terminals is connected to the bridge
(and the unused terminals disconnected)
by means of a four-position terminal
switch located next to these terminals.
As this switch is moved to change
terminals, it also shows the correspond
ing changes of connections and grounds
in the simple circuit which is engraved
on the panel. This simple circuit
diagram does not replace the operating
instruction manual, but it does serve
even the constant user as a useful and
ever-present reminder of the circuit
which is in use and of the possible
sources of measurement or connection
errol'.

'Vhen the terminal switch is set in
the position marked CA L, the L or
detector side of all the terminals is
disconnected. T'his permits a check or
self-calibration of the bridge capacitors
at any time \yithout the need for dis
connecting the unknown.

Three-Terminal

In the next position, marked 3 TER),II

the coaxial TYPE 874 unknown ter
minals are connected to the bridge l

with the L terminal connected to the
detector and the H terminal to the
transformer. The shields of the con
nectors and all ground points on the
bridge are connected to the guard point,

11
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so that all capacitances to the shields or
to ground are excluded from the direct
capacitance between Hand L measured
by the bridge.

The third position of the s,,-iteh,
marked 3 TEIUU:-JAL, connects to the
bridge the H, L, and GND binding posts
instead of the coaxial terminals. 1'he
H post is connected to the transformer,
the L post to the detector, and the
GKD post to the transformer midpoint
and bridge ground. As in the coaxial
three-terminal measurement, the bridge
measures only the direct capacitance
between the Hand L posts and excludes
capacitances from H or L to any GXD or
guard point. The open hinding posts
have a direct capacitance of about 0.2
pf, \vhich must llsually be measured and
su btracted from the value measured
when a capacitor is connected. The
bridge can, of course, measure this small
terminal capacitance, as well as that
of any leads connected between ter
minals and capacitor.

Two-Terminal
The fourth position of the switch,

marked 2 TERMINAL, deserves special
attention because of the important
changes it makes in bridge connections
and bridge measurements. 'T'he bridge is
again connected to the binding-post
terminals with the H post connected to
the transformer, but the L and G~D

posts are now connected together and to
the bridge case and panel and to any
external ground used. The bridge now
measurcs all capacitances between the H

terminal and L or GND, including stray
capacitances from post and leads to the
panel and other environment. These arc
the capacitances measured by the com
mon two-terminal capacitance bridge, so
that it is possible to duplicate with the
new TYPE 1615-A Capacitance Bridge
the measurements of two-terminal capac
itors obtained with older bridges, such
as the TYPE 716-C Capacitance Bridge.
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In principle, this change of the
inherently three-terminal transformer
bridge to t"'o-terminal operation is
made as shown in Figure 4; the ground
point is simply switched from the center
of the transformer arms to the junction
of the standard and unknown capac
itors, thereby grounding one side of
the unknown. In practice, this change
is complicated by the faet that the
center of the transformer, which is the
guard point to which the bridge shields
are connected, is then connected to the
high-impedance side of the detector
instead of to ground. To prevent error
\"oltages from entering the detector, all
the wires and bridge shields connected
to the high side of the detector must be
enclosed by a grounded shield. To
pro,·idc this extra shielding for two
terminal measurements, the bridge com
ponents are enclosed in an inner shield
box which is enclosed by but insulated
from thc outer box and panel, and the
primary of the main ratio transformer
is also enclosed in two separate shields.
External Standards
Range Extension

The usefulness of the bridge is further
increased by the provision on the bridge
panel of a pair of terminals to permit
the con nection of an external standard
capacitor or resistor to supplement or
replace the standards in the bridge.
This pair of coaxial TYPE 874 Con
nectors, located to the left of the coaxial
pair for the unknown, has the L terminal
connected to the L terminal of the un
known and the H terminal connected to
the standard side of the transformer
through a rotary switch, by means of
which any of the ten steps of voltage
from the transformer can be applied to
the external standard. This rotary
switch, with its digital readout through
a window, pro\"ides a seventh decade of
capacitance or a fifth of conductance
whose magnitude is determined by the
external standard chosen. For example,
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the capacitance range can be extended
to 11 J.Lf by the connection of an external
standard of 0.01 "f. With the C MAX

range lever set at the 1 ,uf maximum,
the rotary decade then provides a
balance control of 1 "f per step and the
lever switches extend the balance range
six more decades from 0.1 ,uf through
1 pf per step.

Accuracy Extension

Since both the unknown and external
standard capacitors can be connected
to a wide range of accurate transfonner
ratios, a comparison of external capac
itors can be made with an accuraey
even higher than that of the direct
bridge reading; and the ratios ean be
chosen so that t.he magnitndes of the
external capacitors do not have to be
decade multiples. For example, suppose
a standard capacitor of 1000 pf is
available with a calibration accuracy
higher than 0.01%. This accnracy can
be transferred to a capacitor of, say,
5000 pf by connect.ing that capacitor to
the appropriate unknO\vn terminals and
the 1000-pf standard to the external
standard terminals. 'Vhen the rotary
decade switch for the external standard
is set to 0.5 and the C MAX lever to the
O.Ol-"f position (where M = 10), the
external standard is effectively multi
plied by 5 to balance the unknown.
Small differences between the external
capacitors can, of course, be balanced
with the bridge capacitance and con
ductance decades, and any small errors
in the bridge reading of the difference
are insignificant in the comparison
measurement as long as the difference
is a small percentage of the total
capacitance.

Resolution Extension

The resolution, as well as accuracy,
of the bridge can be extended by the
<Described elsewhere in this issue.
&A. E. Sunderson. "A Tuned Amplifier a.nd l\ull Detector
with One-.:\Iicrovolt Sensitivity," General Radia Experi
menter, 35, 7, July, 11:161.
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use of an external standard capacitor.
It has already been noted above that
the external standard and its decade
switch add a seventh decade, which can
have increments either larger or smaller
than those of the six lever decades.
Ev~n higher resolution is possible when,
for example, two lOOO-pf external capac
itors are compared, because the bridge
decades can be used to measure a
difference as small as 0.00001 pf or 1
part in 10' in this example. Usable
resolution of 0.1 ppm is not hard to
obtain with the recommended TYPE
1232-A C\Tull Detector, but higher resolu
tion usually requires special detectors.

GENERATOR AND DETECTOR

The fact that the instrument contains
neither generator nor detector may not
seem a convenience to the occasional
user of the TyPe 1615-A Capacitance
Bridge, but it is often an engineering
and economic advantage. A generator
and a detector in separate packages can
be better selected or modified to fit the
many uses of the bridge over its wide
range of capacitance and frequency. For
most of the uses and most of the range,
the recommended generator is the new
TYPE 1311-A Audio Oscillator' and the
recommended detector is the TYPE
1232-A Tuned Amplifier and Null De
tector. s A complete system for capac
itance measurement, consisting of the
bridge and the recommended generator
and detector, is available as the TYPE
1620-A Capacitance-:Vleasuring As
sembly, illustrated on page 14.

- J. F. Hersh

CREDITS
The TYPE 1615-:\ Capacitance Bridge was
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ing to the final design are R. A. Soderman,
Administrative Engineer; G. A. Clemow,
Design Engineer; G. C. Oliver, Design Drafts
man; W. H. Higginbotham, Production Engi
neer, and W. G. Cooper, Assistant Test
Engineer.
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Temperature Coefflcients of Internal Standards:
Less than 5 p\)mrC for the 1000-, JOG-, and
10-pC units; sightly greater for the smaller
capacitance units.

Maximum Voltoge: 20 volts at 1 kc. Propor
tionalto frequcncy.

Accessories Required: Generator and detector;
the Tn>~: 1311-A Audio Oseillator and the
TYN; 1232-.\ Tuned Amplifier and ~1I11 De
tector are recommended.

Accessories Supplied: TYPE 874-\1'0 Open
Circuit Termination, TYN; 87-t-H,22 Pat<:h
Cord, and TYl,t: 27<J-XL Patch Cord.

Dimensions: Width 19, height 107:;;, depth
12% inches (485 by 270 by 325 mm), over-nil.

NetWeighl: 38}-2 pounds (17.5 kg).

GENERAL RADIO EXPERIMENTER

SPECIFICATIONS
Capoc:itonce Range (6 rangesl: 10-\7 to 10..... Dissi:patwn factor, ±(0.1% + 10 ppm) of

farads (10 ,u.pf to I,u.f), direct reading; 6-figure me:lSured value.
resolution, smallest division 10-\7 famds. Conductance, ±(l % + O.OOCIOL ,u.mho).

Dissipolion_Fodor Ronge (3 ranges): oo1סס0.0 Frequency Range: Approximately 100 cycles
to 1 at 1 kc, direct reading. Directly p.ro- to 10 kc.
portional to frcquency at ot,her frequen('lCs.
Four-figure resolution; smallest division,
0.000001.

Condudance Range (2 ranges +; 2 rClngeS -):
10~ ,u.mho to 100 ,u.mho; 4-figure resolution,
smallest division 10"'""" ,u.mho; independent of
frequency; varies witb C range.

Accurocy:
Capacitance-direct reading, internal standard,

±0.01 %, except at the extremes of the range.
At high capacitance and high frequency, error

is + 0.002% C,u.f C~y. At low capacit:lIlce

and low frequency, accuracy may be limited by
bridge sensitivity.

Capacitance-comparison with external stand
ard, approximately 1 ppm.

Type

1615·AM Copacitonce Bridge, Bench Model.
16T5·AR Copacitance Bridge, Cobinet Model.

U.S. Patent. No. 2,548.457.

Code Word

ArI'IC

BAI.~IY

Price

$1475.00
1475.00

TYPE 1620-A

CAPACITANCE

MEASURING

ASSEMBLY
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The TYPE 1620-A Capacitance-:\1eas
uring Assembly consists or the TYPE
1615-A.l\1 Capacitance Bridge "ith the

TYPE 1311-A Audio Oscillator and the
TYeE 1232-A Tuned Amplifier and Null
Detector, thus providing a complete



system for the precise measurement of
capacitancc over the range of 10 I-'pf to
1 ~f (10-<7 to 10--< farads). Frequency
range is approximately 50 cps to 10 kc.
The r-;ystem has sufficient sensitivity to
realize the full six-place resolution of the
bridge for all measurcments except for
vcry small capacitanccs at the lower
frcquencies.
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Oscillator and detector are mounted
side by side as sho\\'n in the photograph.
The end frames are bolted together to
make a rigid asscmbly without the usc
of a relay rack. Connection cables
are supplied.

The oscillator operates from the
powcr line, the dctcctor from internal
batteries.

Type Code Illord Pr£ce

1620·A \ Capacitance-Measuring Assembly. ....•....••... I aUBIT I $2080.00

HIGH PERFORMANCE, LOW-COST

AUDIO OSCILLATOR

WITH SOLID-STATE CIRCUITRY
IVIodcrn solid-state circuitry is used

in the new TYPE 1311-A Audio Oscillator
to produce a self-contained, compact,
incxpensive instrument with many de
sirable features. Among these are high
pOWCI' output into a wide range of load

impedanccs, low-distortion even when
the load impedance is short-circuited,
excellent stability, low noise, and very
small sir..c.

The TYPE 13lJ-A Audio Oscillator
supplies power at elevcn commonly used

figure 1. Panel View of the Type 131l-A Audio Oscillator.
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